Community Discussion with the IANA Stewardship Transition Coordination Group (ICG)  
Thursday, 16 October – 10:00-12:00  
CHAT TRANSCRIPT

Alice Jansen: The Community Discussion with the IANA Stewardship Transition Coordination Group (ICG) will begin shortly.

Albert Daniels: Welcome to the Barbados and Trinidad remote hubs!

Alice Jansen: Hello, my name is Alice and I will be monitoring this chat room. In this role, I am the voice for the remote participants, ensuring that they are heard equally with those who are “in-room” participants. Please note that I will only be able to read your comment/question within the time set by the Chair of this session. The chat rooms are the virtual meetings’ for everyone, in-room and remote. When submitting a question that you want me to read out loud on the mic, please start with a <QUESTION> and end with a “</QUESTION>”. Text outside these quotes will be considered as part of “chat” and will not be read out loud on the mic. Please note that chat sessions are being archived and follow the ICANN Expected Standards of Behavior: http://www.icann.org/en/news/in-focus/accountability/expected-standards

David McAuley/Verisign: Hi Alice - can you post the link to the live text scribe

Chuck - IT: @David  

Alice Jansen: Hi David -  

David McAuley/Verisign: thank you both

John Poole: <QUESTION>John Poole, DomainMondo.com : Your process assumes that ICANN continues to exist as it is presently structured—a California corporation with no membership, etc. On Tuesday, ICANN CEO Fadi Chehade told GAC that in regard to the Accountability Process, “everything is in Scope” and “nothing is out of Scope” which by implication includes the possibility that ICANN may be replaced or restructured organizationally. Without knowing the future organizational structure and accountability structure/controls of ICANN, how can the IANA transition planning proceed and be expected to produce a competent and relevant proposal for Stewardship of the IANA Functions unless your Proposal provides for a complete separation of IANA functions from ICANN? </QUESTION>
Alice Jansen: Thank you, John - we will make sure to relay your question when the Chair opens Q&A

ISOC Cameroon: ICANN wants to ensure accountability, transparency and the interests of global Internet users. How to succeed in actually involve local communities in the different transition process underway?

Benin remote hub: Que faire si le consensus n'est pas atteint à la date butoir? quelle sera la réaction de la NTIA ?

Eduardo Mendez: <QUESTION>El ICG establece relaciones de trabajo con organismos multilaterales como IUT y que expectativas tienen en relacion a las decisiones que este organismo puede tomar en relacion a la transicion</QUESTION>

Alice Jansen: Gracias, Eduardo

Eduardo Mendez: a ustedes por la oportunidad

Eduardo Mendez: Eduardo mendez de Venezuela

David McAuley/Verisign: dropped sound

pearl: lost audio

AGF: no sound

pearl: it's back for now

David McAuley/Verisign: thanks sound back

Allan Skuce: back.

AGF: thank you

Eduardo Mendez: muchas gracias

Alice Jansen: When submitting a question that you would like me to read out loud on the mic, please start with a <QUESTION> and end with a “</QUESTION>”.

Cintra Sooknanan ISOC-TT: Question :no predefined plan means no perdetemined strict schedule?? How much flexibility is built in?

Alice Jansen: @ Gambia Remote Hub - we were unable to hear your question - feel free to type it here
Cintra Sooknanan ISOC-TT: <QUESTION> Question: no predefined plan means no perddetermined strict schedule?? How much flexibility is built in? "</QUESTION>

Cintra Sooknanan ISOC-TT: my question was kindof answered by the last response

Alice Jansen: Ok thanks, Cintra!

Alice Jansen: The queue is now closed.

Alice Jansen: This session is now closed. Thank you very much for your participation!